Introduction
The homomorphism r : rr (ECP)/Tor -* i*(S°) induced from the S1-transfer t: ECP --* S° is known to be a homotopy theoretical analogue of the J-homo morphism [6] . A direct generalization of this is the double complex transfer
One expects that the double complex transfer detects most elements of L3-series, and actually this is done in [1] , [2] and [4] up to certain dimensions. A problem about the double complex transfer is that it seems to have too many kernels.
In this note we shall show that as a part of the double complex transfer, one can define a homomorphism JMod: where L* is a certain Z[1/2]-lattice of the ring MR*(1'°(2)) of the modular forms with real Fourier coefficients for the modular group r0(2) of the level 2 Hecke type. We also show that this homomorphism satisfies an analogue of the Adams conjecture using the Hecke operators instead of the Adams operations. Our definition of JMod is purely homotopy theoretical and there remains a problem of relating our definition to the elliptic cohomology theory [5] .
•˜1. where So : Sn -~ Sn A (G/H) +is the usual coproduct map. Now let G = I giH be a coset decomposition with given representatives {gi}. Then for any g e G we have g=gihi for some i and hi e H, and we have a left H-map l:GH given by l(g)=hi. Then we have a left H-map EGEH and a continuous map Y(n)HY(n)H in an obvious way. Then by composing the transfer map we obtain a filtered stable map f(n): Y(n)Gy(n)H which induces a homomorphism f* of the spectral sequences. Then the property (1) is obvious and it is easy to check that f1 coincides with the usual definition of the transfer of group cohomology at cochain level.
•˜2. PROOF. For n=1, this is shown in [7] , and for general n the proof is quite similar. COROLLARY 2.2. irg(BTn)p = o for q>0.
Let a be an integral matrix of size n. a is an endomorphism of Tn and induces a continuous map Ba : BTnBTn of the classifying space. We shall often write a instead of Ba. Let Mn(Z) be the ring of n-matrices over Z. Then we have a semi-group action of M(Z) on BTn and BFr=B(Z/prZ)n, and E*(BTn) and Then it is known [7] that one can define the transfer map where d=dim Tn/H and the symbol+means the one point disjoint union. Then by composing the obvious projection BH+S0
we obtain a stable map
Now let M(Z) _ {a e Mn(Z); det>0}. Then
PROPOSITION 2.4. Let a E M(Z) and H C T n. Then we have
In particular hH is SLn Z-invariant.
Now let h=h{0}, namely h is the transfer for the universal bundle Tn
ETnBTn.
Then a* h is given by the composition Let 4°}a be the transfer for the universal covering Ker a -> E Ker a -* B Ker a.
Then the composition E Ker a ----p B Ker a -~ BTn is just the universal T n-bundle. Therefore we have THEOREM 2.5. For any a E M(Z) such that (det a, p)=1, we have in rr-n(BTn)p = {BT, n(S0)}.
PROOF. Since (det a, p)=1, Ker a is a finite group of order prime top. Hence we see that (B Ker a+)p ti (S°)'. Note that the degree of the map TKO} a on the bottom sphere is det a (the order of Ker a). Then the above argument shows that (det a)a*h=h. This shows the theorem. Let F be a subgroup of GL2Z. Let p be a prime and let r be a positive integer. F acts on the 2-torus T2 and its subgroups Fr=(Z/prZ)2 from the left as group automorphisms in the standard way. Then one can define the semi-direct products F` x T2 and I' x Fr. We denote the classifying spaces of those groups by X~ and Xr(pr), respectively. Clearly Xr is identified with the Borel construction EP x p BT2.
Let d be a positive integer. We suppose that the cohomological dimension, cdz [ (2) we note that F(2) has no elliptic element. Hence F(2)/{±l} acts freely on the upper half plane H, and cdz(F(2)/{±1}) = 1. Then from the Hochschild-Serre spectral sequence for the group extension {fl} --* F(2) --~ r(2)/{±1}, we see that cdz[i/2]F(2) = 1. Then the case of r0(2) follows since [I'(2), Fo(2)] = 2.
Now let E be a ring spectrum such that the coefficient ring zr* (E) is a ring over Z [1/d] . Let E*( ) and E*( ) be the generalized eohomology and homology theories, respectively, defined by E. on H1(l'; V) is defined as follow [9] . Let I'aP II fai be a disjoint decomposition.
i Then for any 'y E I' and any i, we have ail = 'yjaj for some j and ~~ E P.
Let u e Z1(P; V) be a 1-cocycle. Then Ta PROOF. We note that E*(BT2) is a right M2(Z)-module, for BT2 is a left M2(Z)-space. We regard E*(BT2) as a left module by av = va. Consider the diagram where p is given by for a cocycle u. Then the left rectangle is clearly commutative and the right is commutative by Theorem 1.2. Let P = H gi(F 1'a) be a left coset decomposition. Then for any 'y E I' we have 'ygi = g~y ' for some j and y' E P fl ha. Then by the definition of the transfer, we have Note that P = JJ(r fl I'a )g~ 1 is a right coset decomposition and we have g 1 y = 'ytigi 1 . Also note that PaP = I Page 1 and by reordering we may take ai = ag3 1 and we have a='y = a7 a-1 ak for some k. Then putting 7i = ay~a-1 we have which proves the theorem. Now by Theorem 2.5 we see that h e {E2(BTj, + S0} is f-invariant for any f. Then we may identify H1 (F; Z{h}) with H1 (F), the cohomology of F with the trivial coefficient. Let (S0) (1/d) It is well known that F(2) = F(2)/{fl} acts freely on the upper half plane H. The Riemann surface I'(2),H* is of genus 0 and there are three non-equivalent cusps 00, 0 and 1. Hence t(2) is a free group of rank 2. By the spectral sequence associated with the extension f (2) f0 (2) where P means the submodule of primitive elements. It is known [4] that in the range of dimension PK* (BT 2) ® Z(p) is generated by x, y and u. This shows the lemma.
Let W be the submodule of 7r2(p+1) p_1 (BT2)®Z(p) spanned by all monomials of the form xiyiuk,k<p-2.
Let 'y,, 'yo E P(2) be as before. Then a direct (-rte) ) and for such elements q, we can easily show that JMod(q)=0.
